Mail-in Quiz 34

Review the Transcription Tips, and then follow the Report Instructions.

Transcription Tips

Report 1
OBJECTIVE
Although the doctor dictates “apposition,” “opposition” is the appropriate term based on the context. It is difficult to understand what the doctor says about opposition, “over 5 opposition.” Listen to the rest of the paragraph and note that he says there is considerable weakness of the right hand. Using this information, do you think there was 1/5 opposition or 4/5 opposition? Transcribe the appropriate value.

PLAN
There is a dictation error in this section. Research terms here to determine which word is incorrect and edit.

Report 2
SKIN: The subheading Skin can be found under PHYSICAL EXAMINATION or REVIEW OF SYSTEMS. Under the REVIEW OF SYSTEMS, the doctor would report any skin complaints the patient reported. Under PHYSICAL EXAMINATION, the doctor would report the findings of his examination of the skin.

Report 3
EXTREMITIES: While discussing the RLE, the doctor dictates a complete sentence and then decides to rephrase the sentence. Did you catch this? Transcribe only the rephrased sentence.
Report Instructions

In order to ease you into transcription, you’ll fill in the blanks for the following reports as you listen to the dictation.

Audio Exercise

Follow these steps:

a. Access your audio for Lesson 46 Quiz 34—Reports 3.

b. As you listen to the audio, follow along with the reports below and write in the missing words. Feel free to pause the audio at any time.

c. Research to confirm the correct term and spelling. Proofread your work.

d. Once you are satisfied with your researched terms, type each report in its entirety. **Bold** the terms you filled in. You must submit complete reports to the school to receive credit for the Quiz. Be sure your reports are formatted correctly, using the format guidelines set forth in this course. Your typed reports must look neat and professional.
Report 1

Listen to the audio to fill in the blanks. This report is worth 29 points.

Name: ________________

PROBLEM #4 _______________ joint replacement, right _______________ joint.

SUBJECTIVE
Patient _______________ underwent joint replacement _______________ at the _______________ of the right ___________________. She has experienced _______________ of the _______________ component which was placed into the area without _______________.

OBJECTIVE
There is _______________ of the right thumb with limitation of motion including _______________ opposition. There is _______________ weakness of the right hand when compared to the _______________. There is a _______________ in the right _______________ reflex.

ASSESSMENT
The _______________ is probably secondary to the _______________ of methyl methacrylate cement in the original _______________. Loose component, _______________ joint replacement, right _______________ joint.

PLAN
Obtain _______________ consultation for removal of loose component and _______________ of cemented trapezium component, abductor tendon _______________.

____________________________________

D: _______________
T: _______________

_______________
Report 2

Listen to the audio to fill in the blanks. This report is worth 41 points.

Name: ____________________________

HISTORY

CHIEF COMPLAINT
Daily ___________________ chest ________________.

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS
The patient has had cardiac surgery and a prior myocardial _____________________________.
She rarely has chest pain with her heart disease. For the past week, she has had daily
_____________________________ discomfort. __________________ offers no relief for this pain. There
has been no shortness of breath, _______________, sweating or loss of _________________.

PAST HISTORY
Habits: Less than half a pack of cigarettes a day. Alcohol and coffee, minimal to none.
Medications: _______________ 30 mg p.o. t.i.d.; Nitro-Bid _______________ p.o. _________.
Operations: Per HPI.
ALLERGIES: ______________ AND ________________.

REVIEW OF SYSTEMS
Cardiorespiratory: No history of hypertension. She has done very well since her cardiac
surgery with the exception of recurrent discomfort and some fatigue.
Gastrointestinal: No history of ulcer disease. No fatty food intolerance or history of
gallbladder disease.
Neuropsychiatric: She has never had a _________________ disorder.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
GENERAL: This is a charming 59-year-old white female in no acute _________________.
SKIN: ___________________ and dry to touch.
CHEST: There is exquisite ___________________ discomfort with ___________________ trigger
points and 2 infrascapular points. Heart: PMI at left 4th intercostal space. No bruits present.
Rhythm regular without murmur. Lungs: Clear to _________________ and ________________. 
Breasts: No masses or discharge. The breasts are symmetrical.
ABDOMEN: Soft. No __________________________.
PELVIC: Deferred.
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EXTREMITIES: No ____________________ or cyanosis. No edema, no _____________.
No tenderness or _______________. Range of joint motion is normal. No ____________
or ______________ changes. Radial, ______________, femoral, ______________,
posterior tibial and dorsalis pedis _____________ 2+ bilaterally.
NEUROLOGIC: Cranial nerves 2-12 intact. ______________ are 2+ and equal bilaterally.

IMPRESSION
1. Chest pain which does not respond to cardiac medication. Rule out _____________ or
______________ syndrome.
2. Status post cardiac surgery.

PLAN
Cardiology consultation for cardiac evaluation. Lung scan, cardiac scan, EKG, CBC. Begin
______________ for symptomatic relief of chest pain until cardiac ________________ is completed.

____________________________________
_________________________________, MD
D: ______________
T: ______________

Report 3
Listen to the audio to type the report from the beginning to end. This report is worth
30 points.